The Aura-Soma® ArchAngeloi Set
To uplift and inspire
ArchAngeloi is one of the 5 pillars of Aura-Soma, along with the Equilibrium bottles,
Pomanders, Quintessence's and Colour Essences.
ArchAngeloi come in a range of 9 colours, in 20ml violet glass bottles individually or as a
boxed set of 9.

How to Select a ArchAngeloi
1. Have a Aura-Soma consultation with a Practitioner who will guide you through the
process of choosing a ArchAngeloi as indicated by the Equilibrium selection. Consult
a Practitioner for more information.
2. If you have chosen a Archangel Equilibrium bottle in your 4 bottle Equilibrium
selection, then its matching ArchAngeloi would be supportive to use at this time.
3. If there is no corresponding ArchAngeloi or no Archangel in your selection, and you
would like to use a ArchAngeloi, let you intuition draw you and/or read the
information notes about each ArchAngeloi.

ArchAngeloi Colours/Information Notes
Michael
May help us to clear the way towards
opening our hearts. The energies of this
essence may support us in letting go of
intense fears and anxieties.
Gabriel
May lead us towards developing the ability
to be true to our self.
Raphael
Encourages a soothing balm of peace,
which promotes as sense of wellbeing and
wholeness.
Uriel
Helps to support the growth towards clarity
of intuitive perception.

Sandalphon
Brings an understanding of the meaning of
interdependence and community.
Tzadkiel
Brings the possibility of rebirth, a new
perspective in out understanding and
experience of love.
Metatron
Can help us to sense and strengthen our
support for the wealth of all: the talents
qualities and potential within us.
Jophiel
Offers a way for us to perceive a greater
truth, harmony and hope.
Chamael
Enhances our sense of caring in what we
do. Helps towards breaking the barriers of
preferential activity.
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How to Use an ArchAngeloi
To use your chosen ArchAngeloi, allow yourself approximately 30 minutes for mediation or
contemplation time.
Sit or lie-down comfortably. Mist 1-3 sprays of your chosen ArchAngeloi above the head and
shoulders. Breathe deeply and enjoy.
You may like to read the notes before using to assist in your focus or just allow your mind to
relax and enjoy.
Please Note: For external use only. Keep out of the reach of children. Avoid contact with the
eyes. Do not apply to broken, irritated or sensitive skin. Do not use on polished/ painted
surfaces.
What is the ArchAngeloi
The ArchAngeloi Essences have appeared at this point in time for specific purposes. The
ArchAngeloi are part of the spiritual hierarchy, specifically representing the Spirits of Fire.
The name ArchAngeloi comes from the biblical Greek and Hebrew sources. ArchAngeloi are
often synonymous and known as the Archangel in Christian esotericism. They are thought of
as messengers of God. They are considered to be the beings which support the folk-spirit of to
country similar to landscape angels.
The ArchAngeloi are from the higher dimensions of being, the archetypal world, that helps us
to link with others who may be associated with out individual mission and purpose.
The hierarchy of ArchAngeloi work with the individual human being particularly during
points of change or transition such as the time between death and a consequent new birth.
During that in-between time, seeds of potential for circumstance or events based on memory
of, or in, prior life experience are planted as to the intended nature of the soul’s expression of
Self in the present life.
The ArchAngeloi Essences my help to stimulate memory of the seeds, the potentials,
previously imprinted to enhance recall of what was intended.
They have been released at this time at the request of the hierarchy to stimulate seeds that
were planted long ago in relation to the unfoldment of the higher plan that is unfolding upon
the earth. Those accessing the ArchAngeloi Essences participate in an activation via their
Etheric body towards this unfoldment.
The ArchAngeloi are the guardians of all people and all living things, coming in time of
crisis, when there is a need to protect and guide. They may bring joy, happiness and inspire
the conscious development of what could be an earthy paradise, both personally and globally.
The mission of the ArchAngeloi could be seen through their intention to encourage the
development of positive change.
The ArchAngeloi Essences offer a real inspiration from spirit at this time. They are of the
appropriate intensity and vibration to suit the personal auric field.
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As the ArchAngeloi fundamentally work with the collective, helping for example the
development of families, groups, cities and countries, they help the individual to become
more conscious of his/her relationship with the collective.
In a sense, they help with the key process in the Aura-Soma Colour System, the process of
individuation, with the awakening of the Turquoise area, the Ananda Khanda and the
movement of this small centre from the right side of the chest a little towards the middle of
the body.
The Essences are intended to bring about a more personal connection with the ArchAngeloi
through the subtle fields related to our physicality. After using the ArchAngeloi, people may
experience a tingling at a physical level as new energies are introduced into the subtle fields.
A sense of well-being may ensue as these energies are remembered within the physicality.

Made with love and intention by Aura-Soma Products Ltd Lincolnshire England
Available in New Zealand from Aura-Soma New Zealand Ltd
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